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Summary

New GPGPU technologies, such as CUDA Dynamic Parallelism (CDP), can help dealing with recur-

sive patterns of computation, such as divide-and-conquer, used by backtracking algorithms. In

this paper, we propose a GPU-accelerated backtracking algorithm using CDP that extends a

well-known parallel backtracking model. The search starts on CPU, processing the search tree

until a first cutoff depth. Based on this partial backtracking tree, the algorithm analyzes the

memory requirements of subsequent kernel generations. The proposed algorithm performs no

dynamic allocation of memory on GPU, unlike related works from the literature. The proposed

algorithm has been extensively tested using the N-Queens Puzzle problem and instances of the

Asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem (ATSP) as test-cases. The proposed CDP algorithm may,

under some conditions, outperform its non-CDP counterpart by a factor up to 25. But, it may

also be up to twice slower. The CDP-based implementation has much better worst case execution

times and makes algorithm's performance less dependent on the tuning of parameters. Compared

to other CDP-based strategies from the literature, the proposed algorithm is on average 8× faster.

The proposed algorithm is also hybridized with another CDP-based strategy from the literature.

The combination of strategies is in average 4.5× faster than the related strategy. We also iden-

tify some difficulties, limitations, and bottlenecks concerning the CDP programming model which

may be useful for helping potential users.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) can substantially accelerate many regular applications. In such applications, identical operations are performed

on contiguous portions of data in a statically predictable manner.1 In contrast, irregular or unstructured applications are characterized by unpre-

dictable and irregular control flow, degree of parallelism, memory access, and communication patterns.2,3 Backtracking is a divide-and-conquer

search strategy that consists in dynamically building and exploring a tree in depth-first order. As the shape and size of this tree are irregular and

unknown in advance, backtracking falls into the class of irregular applications. Using GPUs for processing such applications is an emerging trend in

GPU computing.4,5

Backtracking is a fundamental problem-solving paradigm in many areas, such as Artificial Intelligence and Combinatorial Optimization. The

degree of parallelism in this class of algorithms is potentially very high, because the search space can be partitioned into a large number of disjoint

portions which can be explored in parallel.6 A search strategy defines which node of the tree is to be processed next. Due to its low memory require-

ments depth-first search (DFS) is often preferred.7 Also, its ability to quickly find new solutions increases the efficiency of the pruning process.8

While the pruning of branches reduces the size of the explored tree it also makes its shape irregular and unpredictable. This results in unbalanced

workloads, diverging control flow and scattered memory access patterns. These irregularities can be highly detrimental to the overall performance

of GPU-based backtracking algorithms.4 Thus, the implementation of such algorithms on GPUs is challenging.
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GPU-based backtracking strategies have been efficiently used in regular scenarios, such as using DFS to perform a complete enumeration of

the solution space.9-11 However, they face huge performance penalties in irregular ones, being outperformed even by their serial counterparts.12

New GPGPU technologies, such as CUDA Dynamic Parallelism* (CDP), can raise the expressiveness of GPU programming because it enables GPU

threads to launch new kernels dynamically. Therefore, recursive patterns of computation, such as nested parallelism and divide-and-conquer are

better addressed by the GPU programming model.5,14,15

This paper aims at exploiting CDP in a new GPU-based backtracking algorithm. Our objective is to verify whether and how much the use of

CDP can improve the performance of GPU-based backtracking algorithms in irregular scenarios. The proposed CDP-based algorithm extends a

well-known parallel backtracking model.10,-12,16

In the proposed algorithm, the search starts on the CPU, where the tree is processed until a first cutoff depth. Based on this partial backtrack-

ing tree, the algorithm performs an analysis of the memory required by the subsequent kernel generations, and preallocates the required memory.

Therefore, differently from other CDP-based backtracking algorithms,17 GPU threads do not perform dynamic memory allocations. Our CDP-based

algorithm has been extensively tested, solving instances of the Asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem (ATSP) by implicit enumeration and by

enumerating all valid solutions of the N-Queens problem.

Results show that the CDP-based implementation reaches speedup up to 25× compared to its non-CDP counterpart, for some configurations.

Moreover, the experimental results show that the proposed CDP-based implementation has much better worst case execution times and makes

algorithm's performance less dependent on the tuning of parameters. However, as the use of CDP induces significant overheads, the compari-

son also shows that a well-tuned non-CDP version can be more than twice as fast as its CDP-based counterpart. Furthermore, we show that the

non-CDP implementation has performance equivalent to a multi-core backtracking that uses load balance and runs on two CPUs, with 20 cores and

40 threads.

Compared to related CDP-based strategies from the literature, our algorithm is, on average, from 4× to 11× faster. The CDP-based backtracking

algorithm we propose is easily extended. Therefore, we present a hybridization of it with a related algorithm. Results show that the combination of

strategies is on average 4.5× faster than the related strategy used alone.

The main contributions of this paper are the following:

• We present a CDP-based backtracking algorithm that dynamically deals with the memory requirements of the problem and avoids dynamic

allocations on GPU;

• We show that the use of CDP improves the worst case execution time as it makes the algorithm's performance less sensitive to parameter tuning;

• We show that the hybridization of our algorithm with another existing CDP-based strategy from the literature considerably improves the

performance of this related algorithm;

• We consider a constraint satisfaction and an optimization problem for validating our approach. Both problems can be represented as permutation

combinatorial problems. However, they have different characteristics and requirements, as detailed further;

• We identify some difficulties, limitations, and bottlenecks concerning the CDP programming model, which may be useful for helping potential

users and motivate lines for further investigations;

• We show that it is worth using GPU for processing backtracking, even for fine-grained and irregular workloads.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the background and works related to this paper. Section 3 introduces the proposed

algorithm. Section 4 presents details about the methodology of evaluation, parameters settings, and analysis of results. Section 5 presents a

discussion of the results. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions and directions of further investigations.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

This section presents the background and provides an overview of related contributions in the literature. We first introduce the fundamentals of

CUDA Dynamic Parallelism (CDP), followed by a discussion of existing works that apply CDP to irregular applications and recursive patterns of com-

putations. Then we present the state-of-the-art in GPU-accelerated backtracking algorithms. Finally, we introduce the two benchmark problems

used to validate the CDP-based backtracking algorithm proposed by this paper.

2.1 CUDA dynamic parallelism

NVIDIA's Kepler architecture13 introduced CUDA Dynamic Parallelism (CDP), making it possible to launch new grids of threads without CPU

interference. CDP may be useful for refining the granularity in critical regions, or even for adapting the workload dynamically.

In CDP terminology, a thread that launches a new kernel is called parent. The grid, kernel and block to which this thread belongs are also

called parents. The launched grid is called a child. The launching of a child grid is non-blocking, but the parent grid only finishes its execution

*CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture).13 Dynamic parallelism is also present in OpenCL 2.0.
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after the termination of its child. If any sort of synchronization between parent and child is required, CUDA synchronization functions such as

cudaDeviceSynchronize() must be applied.18,19 Inside a block, different kernel launches are serialized. To avoid serializations of kernel

launches, the programmer must create and initialize a set of streams and issue each kernel launch to a different stream.

Concerning memory organization, child grid's blocks have their own shared memory, and threads belonging to these blocks that have their own

local memory. A child grid is not aware of its parent context data. Thus, the communication between parent and child is performed through global

memory. The parent thread shall not pass pointers to its shared or local memory.

The runtime system reserves memory for management, eg, for saving parent grid states or to store the pool of pending grids.

A pending grid is a grid that is suspended, being executed or waiting for execution.19 A GPU can hold more pending grids than the size of the fixed

pool defined by the cudaLimitDevRuntimePendingLaunchCount variable. This is done by using a virtualized queue, and its management

consumes memory, as mentioned above. Therefore, launching a huge amount of kernels can be detrimental to the performance of the program.

Also, the GPU may be unable to handle a huge number of dynamic kernel launches, which may negatively impact the correctness of the program.

The main issue is that the programmer may not be aware of such problems, as tracking runtime errors on device side is not trivial.14

Some works have applied CDP to develop programming abstractions for recursive computations and nested parallelism.5,15,20 These works have

found that the benefit of parallelizing nested loops by using CDP cannot outweigh its overhead, and the benefits of using CDP are still unclear.

Another issue reported is that the communication between parent and child must be done through global memory, which requires additional

programming efforts and imposes overhead. A lightweight mechanism to spawn parallel work dynamically without using CDP is proposed in.20

CDP has also been used for processing irregular applications, such as graph algorithms, clustering and simulations.21,22 In particular,21 proposes a

strategy that launches new grids when a kernel is able to find a predetermined and regular load during its execution. Although results show speedups

up to 2.73×, the use of CDP causes a slowdown on the overall performance of the benchmark algorithms. CDP-based algorithms for breadth-first

search (BFS) and single-source shortest path (SSSP) are presented in.22 According to the authors, CDP can simplify the development of GPU-based

graph algorithms, because the use of CDP leads to a simpler code closer to its high-level description.

2.2 GPGPU backtracking strategies

Backtracking algorithms dynamically build and explore a tree in depth-first fashion.6 Internal nodes of this tree are incomplete solutions and leaves

are valid solutions. The root node represents the initial problem to be solved. The algorithm iteratively generates and evaluates new nodes, where

each child node is more restricted than its parent. Newly generated nodes are stored inside a data structure, conventionally a stack for depth-first

search. At each iteration, the leftmost deepest node is removed from the data structure and evaluated. If this node can lead to a valid solution, it

is decomposed, and its children nodes are added to the data structure. Otherwise, it is discarded from the search, and the algorithm backtracks

to an unexplored (frontier) node. This action prunes (eliminates) some regions of the solution space, preventing the algorithm from unnecessary

computations. The search strategy continues to generate and evaluate nodes until the data structure is empty.

There are several approaches to the parallelization of backtracking search strategies. One node-oriented parallel model consists in evaluating and

expanding nodes in parallel.2 The degree of parallelism in this model is limited and strongly depends on the characteristics of the node evaluation

function. Another approach, used in this work, consists in having multiple backtracking processes to explore different parts of the search space

independently.6,23 The degree of parallelism in this tree-based approach can be very high. However, it depends on the shape of the explored tree, as

the splitting of the tree among processes leads to an imbalanced workload repartition.

GPU strategies for fine-grained combinatorial problems usually consist of two steps: initial CPU backtracking and parallel tree-based backtrack-

ing on GPU.10-12,16,24-26 The initial CPU backtracking performs DFS until a cutoff depth dcpu. All objective nodes (frontier nodes at dcpu) are stored in

the Active SetAcpu, which keeps all evaluated but not yet branched nodes, as shown in Figure 1. The cutoff depth dcpu is a problem-dependent param-

eter, determined ad-hoc or through manual tuning.27 For instance, in the N-Queens puzzle problem, dcpu corresponds to the configurations of the

puzzle after placing dcpu queens on the board. Algorithm 1 presents a pseudocode for this strategy.

After the initial CPU backtracking (line 4), a subset S ⊆ Agpu of size chunk ≤ |Acpu| is chosen (line 7). This choice may be made, for instance, based

on hardware limitations. Next, Acpu is updated, and the host (CPU) transfers S to the GPU's global memory (lines 8 − 11). Then, the host configures

and launches the kernel (lines 12 − 14). In the kernel, each node belonging to S represents a concurrent backtracking root Ri, i ∈ {0, … , chunk − 1}.

FIGURE 1 Initial CPU search for a permutation-based combinatorial problem of size 4 and dcpu = 3
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Therefore, each thread Thi explores a subset Si of the solution space S concurrently. The kernel ends when all threads have finished their exploration

of Si. The kernel may be called several times until Acpu is empty.

The described GPU backtracking strategy performs well in regular scenarios,9,11,24 but it faces a decrease of performance in more irregular ones,

being outperformed even by the serial CPU implementation in some situations.12 The main reason for this decrease of performance is that GPUs

suffer from load imbalance and diverging instruction flow. Thus, to achieve a proper utilization of the multiprocessors, this parallel backtracking

strategy must launch a huge amount of GPU threads.9

2.2.1 Related GPU-based backtracking strategies

GPU-based algorithms that follow the backtracking model presented in Section 2.2 are proposed by other works10,25 for solving the ATSP. Results

show that these algorithms are much faster than their multi-core counterparts in regular scenarios. For irregular workloads, the performance

depends strongly on the shape of the tree and parameters tuning. In Carneiro et al,24 two different GPU-based backtracking strategies are com-

pared using the ATSP as a benchmark: the one proposed by Carneiro et al10 and an improved GPU-based version of the Jurema Search Strategy.28

It was observed that both backtracking strategies suffer from the same problems of load imbalance, and the results between them are similar. Even

in the irregular scenarios used as benchmarks, both GPU implementations are faster than their multi-core counterparts.

CDP-based backtracking strategies for enumerating all valid solutions of the N-Queens problem are proposed by Plauth et al.17 The strategies

are called DP1, DP2, and DP3. The strategy called DP1 is equivalent to a parallel breadth-first search, where each frontier node found at depth d is

a root of a new kernel launch. The next generation searches for frontier nodes at depth d+1. The search continues this way until the whole solution

space is completely evaluated.

The search called DP2 is based on two depths: dcpu and dgpu. Each backtracking search starting at depth dcpu searches for frontier nodes at depth

dgpu. The first thread in a block that finds a frontier node at dgpu allocates enough memory for the maximum number of frontier nodes its block can

find at dgpu. Then a recursive new generation of kernels is launched, searching from dgpu to N. Finally, DP3 applies the concepts of DP2. However, DP3

doubles dgpu at each new recursive kernel launch, adapting the new kernel launch to the shape of the tree. Results show that DP3 is superior to DP2,

as it produces a much regular load to the GPU.

According to Plauth et al,17 the overhead caused by dynamic memory allocations and dynamic kernel launches outweighs the benefits of the

improved load balance yielded by CDP. All proposed CDP-based implementations cannot outperform the control non-CDP counterpart. Moreover,

it is mentioned that the performance of all studied algorithms strongly depends on the tuning of several parameters, such as search depth and

block size.

2.3 Experimental benchmarks: N-Queens and the asymmetric traveling salesman problem

The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) consists in finding the shortest Hamiltonian cycle(s) through a given number of cities in such a way that each

city is visited exactly once. For each pair of cities (i, j), a cost cij is given by a cost matrix CN×N. The TSP is called symmetric if the cost matrix is symmetric

(∀i, j ∶ cij = cji), and asymmetric otherwise. It is one of the most studied Combinatorial Optimization Problems (COP), having plenty of real-world

applications.29 Due to TSP's relevance, it is often used as a benchmark for novel problem-solving strategies.30
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Solving the ATSP on GPUs by performing implicit enumeration is challenging.10,24,25,27 Node evaluation can be done in constant time and requires

few arithmetic operations (three integer operations and a comparison). In this fine-grained situation, there is no parallel node evaluation, and the

main focus is put on the implementation of the parallel search process.

ATSP instances used in this work come from a generator that creates instances based on real world situations.29 Three classes of instances have

been selected: coin, modeling a person collecting money from pay phones in a grid-like city; crane, modeling stacker crane operations; and tsmat,

consisting of asymmetric instances where the triangle inequality holds.

The N-Queens puzzle31 problem consists in placing N non-attacking queens on a N×N chessboard. We use the version of N-Queens that consists

in finding all feasible board configurations. N-Queens is easily modeled as a permutation problem: position r of a permutation of size N designates

the column in which a queen is placed in row r. To evaluate the feasibility of a partial solution, a function checks for diagonal conflicts in this partial

solution. Although symmetries in this problem can be exploited, we do not make use of any of them in this work.

N-Queens is often used as a benchmark for algorithms that solve constraint satisfaction problems. It is also often used as a benchmark for new

GPU backtracking strategies.12,17,32 In contrast to ATSP, N-Queens does not require a cost matrix, and its node evaluation complexity is (N). Con-

cerning the tree size, a valid solution for the ATSP always contains the starting city in the first position. Therefore, N-Queens has the maximum

theoretical tree N times bigger than the one returned by ATSP for a problem of size N. Another important difference between the two problems is

that each instance of ATSP has its own characteristics.33,34 Two instances of the same size N may result in a different behavior for the same algorithm.

So the algorithm may perform well for one class of instance and poorly for another.

Because of the combinatorial nature of ATSP and N-Queens, the concepts presented by this work can be applied to solve other combinatorial

optimization and constraint satisfaction problems, such as flow shop scheduling, minimum linear arrangement, and quadratic assignment.

3 THE PROPOSED CDP-BASED BACKTRACKING ALGORITHM

In this section, we present a new GPU-accelerated backtracking strategy based on CDP and mainly designed for solving permutation-based combi-

natorial problems. This section is organized as follows: we first introduce the initial premises considered in the conception of the strategy, then we

detail all steps of our new CDP-based backtracking algorithm.

3.1 Initial premises

Related CDP-based strategies dynamically allocate memory on GPU if at least one objective node is found by a block of threads at dgpu.17 This

strategy works well for the N-Queens for problem sizes up to N = 16 and using symmetries, which considerably decreases the size of the explored

tree.35 Figure 2 shows, for ATSP and N-Queens instances of size 15, the percentage of survivor nodes at depths 5 to 9. For all ATSP instances, the

number of survivors is bigger than 80% when the depth is 50% of the maximum depth (N). For N-Queens, this number is much lower, around 15%.

In a CUDA-based algorithm, if dynamic allocations on GPU require more than 8MB, the variable cudaLimitMallocHeapSize must be set

accordingly. However, knowing these requirements in advance is difficult, and insufficient heap size leads to runtime errors. For example, Figure 2

illustrates that the number of survivors is much bigger for class tsmat than for class crane, although both are of size (N = 15). Moreover, such memory

requirements may be huge for permutation-based combinatorial problems.7

Consider the instance tsmat15 and the algorithm DP3, introduced in Section 2.2.1. As DP3 doubles dgpu on each recursive dynamic kernel launch,

for N = 15, dcpu is 2, and dgpu has the values 4 and 8. In this situation, for storing the frontier nodes at dgpu the search must dynamically allocate

approximately the following amount of memory (in MB):

FIGURE 2 Percentage of survivor nodes at depths 5 to 9 for ATSP and N-Queens instances of size N = 15. The initial upper bound is set to the
optimal solution
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FIGURE 3 Representation of Acpu for dcpu = 3, N = 4 and survivors = 6

[
(15 − 1)!
(15 − 4)!

× size of(Node)
]
+
[
(15 − 1)!
(15 − 8)!

× size of(Node) × 0.9

]
,

which is a value bigger than 600MB. Performing dynamic allocations of such a big amount of memory may be harmful to the performance of a

GPU-based algorithm.17,36

Based on these premises, we propose a CDP-based algorithm that extends the parallel backtracking model presented in Section 2.2 and does not

perform dynamic allocations on GPU. Memory requirements and allocation in global memory are managed by the host to avoid runtime errors. This

management takes into consideration runtime requirements of CDP and properties of the device. The communication between father and child

grids is performed through global memory via a thread-to-data mapping. So threads of different generations can identify data for initialization and

pass data to its child grids.

In what follows, we provide a detailed description of the main steps of the proposed algorithm: Initial CPU Search, Memory Requirement Analysis,

Intermediate GPU Search, and Final GPU Search. The algorithm for solving ATSP can be adapted for solving any permutation-based combinatorial

problem with straightforward modifications. For instance, the algorithm for enumerating all feasible configurations for N-Queens only differs in the

node evaluation function.

3.2 Initial CPU search

The Initial CPU Search procedure is described in Algorithm 2. Before the search begins, the algorithm reads the problem size N, the cutoff depth dcpu,

and the cost matrix Mh
N×N

(lines 1-3). Host (CPU) and device (GPU) data structures will be further distinguished by the superscripts h and d, respectively.

The Initial CPU Search performs DFS from the root (depth 1) until the cutoff depth dcpu, storing all frontier nodes at depth dcpu (valid incomplete

solutions) in the active set Ah
cpu.

After the initial search, the variable survivors receives the size of Ah
cpu (line 6).

The initial search can be performed in parallel. However, the initial search explores just a small fraction of the solution space. The programmer

needs to ensure that the overhead of initializing a parallel search procedure is negligible compared to the time spent exploring this small fraction of

the search space.

3.2.1 Data structures and search procedure

The data structure Node, which stores the current state of the search, is represented in Figure 3.

It contains a vector of integers (unsigned 8 bit for N < 255) of size dcpu, identified by cycle, and two integer variables. The vector cycle stores the

incomplete Hamiltonian cycle (solution). In turn, the first integer variable keeps the cost of this valid incomplete solution. Finally, the second integer

variable, identified by bitset†, keeps track of visited cities by setting its bit n to 1 each time the salesmen visits the nth city.

† Backtracking algorithm may use bitsets to accelerate set operations and to reduce the amount of memory a GPU thread requires.12,17,37 Algorithms that apply this kind of instruction level
parallelism are often called bit-parallel algorithms (BP).
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The search strategy (Algorithm 2, line 5) is a non-recursive backtracking that does not use dynamic data structures, such as stacks. The semantics

of a stack are obtained by using a variable depth and by trying to increment the value of the vector cycle at position depth. If this increment results in

a valid incomplete solution, the depth variable is incremented and the search proceeds to the next depth. After trying all configurations for a depth,

the search backtracks to the previous depth.

When the search reaches the cutoff depth dcpu with a valid incomplete solution, this node is put into the position survivors of the active set

(Ah
cpu[survivors]) and the variable survivors is incremented. Thus, after the search performs line 5 (Algorithm 2), the active set Ah

cpu has the size

survivors × sizeof(Node).

3.3 Analysis of memory requirement

To avoid dynamic allocations and to cope with possible GPU memory limitations, we proceed as described in Algorithm 3.

Initially, the algorithm reads the GPU properties and the second cutoff depth dgpu (lines 1-2). Then the algorithm calculates the maximum number

of nodes expected at depths dcpu and dgpu (lines 3-4). These values will be further identified by maxcpu and maxgpu. Next, the maximum number of

children nodes a survivor node at depth dcpu can have at depth dgpu is calculated (line 5) by

expected_children_dgpu =
maxgpu

maxcpu
.

This value is used to deduce the maximum number of nodes Agpu may contain (line 6):

max_Agpu_size = survivors × expected_children_dgpu.

Knowing max_Agpu_size, the next step is to calculate the amount of global memory requested by CDP (rcdp bytes). This amount includes memory for

allocation of Ad
cpu (survivor nodes), Ad

gpu (max_Agpu_size nodes), and control data.

If rcdp exceeds the amount of available global memory on the GPU, the algorithm proceeds as follows (lines 7-13). An integer chunk, less or equal

than survivors, is defined. Thus, Ad
gpu will contain at most chunk × expected_children_dgpu nodes. The value of chunk is decreased until it is possible to

allocate data on the GPU. After finding a suitable value for chunk, data is allocated on the global memory of the GPU. This allocation is done only

once, because GPU processes at most chunk nodes. So this memory can be reused by data transfer operations and future generations of CDP kernels.

It is important to notice that CDP stores memory to keep track of the parent block states if cudaDeviceSynchonize() is called after a child

kernel launch. According to Adinetz,14 up to 150 MB are stored for each parent kernel generation (host included), depending on the hardware. We

consider this value equal to 150 MB because the exact value a GPU stores cannot be easily obtained. Therefore, we remove 2 × 150 MB from the

available global memory.

If subsequent generations of kernels dynamically allocate memory on GPU's heap, cudaLimitMallocHeapSize must also be added to rcdp.

CDP also uses memory for the management of pending grids. Thus, only a fraction of the global memory is taken into account in the call to

memo_requirement (lines 8-9). Parameter configurations will be further detailed in Section 4.2.
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3.4 Launching the intermediate GPU search

Having determined a suitable chunk size, the host launches the first kernel, further mentioned as Intermediate GPU Search, possibly several times

until Ah
cpu is empty.

Algorithm 4 shows how the intermediate search call proceeds. Initially, two integer variables counter and remaining are initialized to 0 and survivors,

respectively. The first, counter, is used to make Ah
cpu point to unexplored nodes (line 8) and to verify the termination of the whole search process

(line 5). The second, remaining, is used to avoid unnecessary or out of bounds data transfers. Before the beginning of the search on GPU, a

host-to-device (H2D) copy sends the active set (Ah
cpu) to the GPU.

After each run, the pointers of Ah
cpu are updated to unexplored data (line 11). Therefore, on the next iteration, up to chunk unexplored nodes from

Ah
cpu are transferred to the GPU. It is not necessary to perform H2D copies of control data, because the GPU is responsible for this data. However,

enough host memory must be allocated for control_datah before calling the intermediate GPU search for the fist time. When the GPU search is

completed, the variables counter and remaining are updated and the control data from the GPU is retrieved (lines 10-15).

If subsequent kernel generations allocate memory on GPU's heap, the parameter cudaLimitMallocHeapSizemust be modified to a suitable

value.‡ If any synchronization between parent and child grids is required, the variable cudaLimitDevRuntimeSyncDepth must be set to the

deepest synchronization level. Otherwise, the GPU may not keep memory to store the state of the parent grid. The configuration of these parameters

are performed by a call to the function set_CDP_variables (line 3).

3.5 Intermediate GPU search

Global memory is the communication interface between the host and the device, as well as between two grid generations. The Intermediate GPU

Search provides a thread-to-data mapping for its subsequent generations of child grids and launches the first generation of CDP kernels. The

Intermediate GPU Search is detailed in Algorithm 5.

3.5.1 Initialization and search procedure

All frontier nodes in Ad
cpu are roots Ri, i ∈ {0, … , chunk − 1}, of a disjoint search space Si, as shown in Figure 3. Thread Thi initializes its local data

with root node Ri (lines 1-3) and then starts its search.

The search is performed from the root's depth dcpu until the GPU's cutoff depth dgpu, using a global upper bound to prune. All objective nodes are

stored in the memory previously allocated for Ad
gpu. The data structures of a node in Ad

gpu are the same of a node in Ad
cpu. However, the incomplete

Hamiltonian cycle now has size dgpu.

‡ Insufficient heap size may result in the “an illegal memory access was encountered” error.
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3.5.2 Block-based active set

In a block-based organization, each block blb, b ∈ {0, … , nb − 1}, has its own active set Ab
gpu, where Ab

gpu ⊆ Ad
gpu. All threads belonging to block

blb populate Ab
gpu concurrently. The active set Ab

gpu is then initialized by the block's master thread (line 5), pointing to some distinct region of Ad
gpu, as

shown below:

Ab
gpu ← Ad

gpu[b × (nt × expected_children_dgpu) ∶ (b + 1) × (nt × expected_children_dgpu)]

where the variable nt represents the size of block b (blockDim.x) defined in Algorithm 4, and b corresponds the index of the block (blockIdx.x).

Each block b has a counter block_load. It is atomically incremented each time an objective node is found. By using this counter, new frontier nodes

are placed in contiguous positions of Ab
gpu. The variable block_load is stored in shared memory and also initialized by blb's master thread (line 6).

If the programmer wants to avoid block synchronization and to perform the search independently by each thread Thi, each thread Thi must have

its own active set Ai, such that Ai ⊆ Ad
gpu, with the following mapping:

Ai ← Ad
gpu[i × expected_children_dgpu ∶ (i + 1) × expected_children_dgpu]

where i is the global identifier idx of the thread in a grid (line 1). In a thread-based situation, the variable block_load is replaced by a variable local_load.

So that, an objective node is stored at position Ai[local_load].

3.5.3 Launching the final GPU Search

After performing the intermediate backtracking and having reached all the frontier nodes of depth dgpu, the intermediate search launches the final

GPU search. Some factors should be taken into consideration before presenting the algorithm. If one grid per block is launched, it is not necessary to

divide block_load among number_of_kernels ≤ |blb| child kernels, which simplifies data mapping. Also, it is not necessary to deal with stream creation

and destruction, since the child grid is launched on the default stream.

In contrast, launching one stream per thread based on the thread's active set requires the creation of |blb| streams before launching the child grid.

These streams avoid serialization of |blb| kernel launches. Another issue is the number of pending grids. If we launch one kernel per thread in blb, the

GPU could run out of memory or compromise the correctness of the algorithm.

Based on these premises, we proceed as presented in Algorithm 6. After the block barrier (Algorithm 5, line 14), if threadIdx.x < number_of_kernels,

thread Thl of block b, l ∈ {0, … , number_of_kernels − 1}, creates and initializes stream Stl (lines 1-4). In line 5, stream Stl receives the number of

nodes to explore (stream_load) based on the block_load, number_of_kernels, and its index (stream_idx).

Each stream Stl has its own active set Al
s, such that Al

s ⊆ Ab
gpu. The data are mapped according to the following mapping:

Al
s ← Ab

gpu[l × stream_load ∶ (l + 1) × stream_load].

After the initialization of Al
s (line 6), thread Thl launches the kernel Kl (line 9).
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3.6 Final GPU search

By using CDP, it is easier to combine different search strategies. Thus, it is not mandatory for the next generations of kernel calls to be based on the

recursive calls of the Intermediate GPU Search. In this section, we present two different ways of performing search from dcpu to the solution depth

N. The first algorithm is called CDP-BP. It combines the Intermediate GPU Search with the Algorithm 1, avoiding dynamic allocations. The second

one is the so-called CDP-DP3, which combines the Intermediate GPU Search with the DP3 parallel backtracking strategy introduced in Section 2.2.

3.6.1 CDP-BP

This final kernel uses the search procedure described in Section 2.2 to search from dgpu to solution depth (N). The algorithm for this kernel is described

in Algorithm 7. Each frontier node belonging to the active set Ai
s, passed as argument, is a root of DFS.

Solutions are shared by keeping a block's solution bl_sol being updated by the block's threads (Algorithm 7, lines 5-8). Also, the global solution is

updated less often by all master threads.10,24 This operation is done also by the intermediate kernel, which checks for new solutions. However, we

have omitted these details in Algorithm 4. Finally, by the end of the algorithm, each thread updates the information required by the host, such as the

number of solutions, the best solution found and local tree size.

3.6.2 CDP-DP3

This search strategy is a combination of the intermediate search, and its data mappings, with the DP3 strategy introduced in Section 2.2. It searches

from dgpu to the depth of a solution (N), doubling dgpu at each new recursive call. DP3 is similar to the Intermediate GPU Search, but Ab
gpu is dynamically

allocated by one thread of the block as soon as one frontier node is found at depth dgpu. DP3 is also different because it launches one new grid per

thread. Thus, this search strategy creates, configures, and destroys one GPU stream for each thread of the block.

3.7 GPU-CPU synchronization

After the GPU search several device-to-host (D2H) operations are performed to get the information generated by the kernels. Information such as

resulting tree size, best solution found, and the number of solutions found is returned. There is also an error checking on the error information
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returned by each CDP kernel launch (Algorithm 6, line 11). There is also an error checking on the host. If any error is found, the program reports

the error and aborts the execution. Otherwise, it returns the best solution found, the number of solutions found, tree size, and the kernel/total

execution times.

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the CDP-based backtracking strategies proposed in Section 3. This section is organized as follows: First, we present the

experimental protocol and parameter settings. Then we compare all CDP-based implementations. Finally, we perform a worst and best case analysis.

4.1 Experimental protocol

We consider several backtracking approaches for solving ATSP instances and the N-Queens problem. The strategies we propose are the following:

• CDP-BP: corresponds to the algorithms presented in Section 3, and summarized in Section 3.6.1;

• CDP-DP3: implementation of the algorithm described in Section 3.6.2. It is an extension of CDP-BP. This algorithm performs the same Interme-

diate GPU Search as CDP-BP and calls DP3 as the Final GPU Search, which doubles dgpu at each new recursive call of DP3;

• REC-CDP and REC-DP3: these implementations have the same semantics of CDP-BP and CDP-DP3. However, all kernels calls and memory

allocations/deallocations are performed by the host.

For comparison, the following backtracking strategies were implemented:

• DP2 and DP3: apply the ideas presented by Plauth et al17 and introduced in Section 2.2.1;

• BP-DFS: bit-parallel version of the algorithm proposed by Carneiro et al10 and used in their further works as a GPU control

implementation.24,25,27 It corresponds to the GPU-based backtracking algorithm described in Section 2.2;

• Multi-core: multi-threaded version of BP-DFS that uses a pool scheme for load balancing;

• Serial: backtracking used by Pessoa and Gomes28 as a serial control implementation; this approach is optimized for single-core serial execution.

It is around 1.4× faster than the serial implementation of BP-DFS' kernel.

All implementations listed above have ATSP and N-Queens versions. All parallel searches use the data structure described in Section 3.2.1. Table 1

presents the key differences of all GPU-based implementations. In our experiments, we are also considering the highly optimized serial backtrack-

ing algorithm which is available at Somers.35 This implementation is also used as a CPU baseline by Plauth et al.17 It should be noted that this

algorithm uses bitsets to check for diagonal conflicts in the board configuration, leading to node evaluation in constant time. This algorithm also

applies symmetries, which considerably decreases the solution space size.

To compare the performance of two backtracking algorithms, both should explore exactly the same search space.2 This is always the case for

the N-Queens problem, as the order of exploration does not affect the shape of the backtracking tree. However, for ATSP, the pruning mechanism

depends on the decrease of the best solution cost found so far. Hence, when an ATSP instance is solved twice using a parallel tree search algorithm,

the number of explored nodes varies between two resolutions. Therefore, for all ATSP instances, the initial upper bound is set to the optimal value.

This initialization ensures that only the critical subtree is explored, ie, the search proves the optimality of the initial upper bound by visiting exactly

those nodes who have a partial cost lower than the optimal solution.27

In each experiment, kernel and application execution times, and the size of the explored tree have been collected. We also used NVIDIA CUDA

Profiler to get additional metrics. For N-Queens, we use instances from size 10 to 18. One may notice that none of the exploitable symmetries of

the N-Queens problem have been used. For the ATSP, we use instances from size 10 to 19. The size of the explored tree increases rapidly with the

TABLE 1 Key differences of all GPU-Based implementations: use of CDP, number of GPU
streams / CDP kernels launched, use of dynamic memory allocations, and algorithm reference

Implementation CDP GPU streams/CDP kernels Dynamic allocation Algorithms

DP2 yes |Ah
cpu| yes DP2

DP3 yes |Ah
cpu| + k(a)

1
yes DP3

CDP − BP yes nbh × number_of_kernels(1,2) no 2 - 7

CDP − DP3 yes nbh + k1 yes 2 - 7 + DP3

BP − DFS no - no 1, 7

REC − CDP no - no 2 - 7

REC − DP3 no - yes DP3

Values are for ATSP and N-Queens. (a)k1 =
(∑base−1

d=dgpu
survivorsd

)(3,4)
.
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instance size, ranging from a few thousands to billions of nodes.27 Instances tsmat18 − 19 have been excluded because the time limit of 6 hours of

parallel processing was exceeded. Due to the huge amount of data collected, some results are summarized or are shown only for one size or class of

instances,

where:

1. The subscript d means the variable concerns a given depth d. The subscript h means that the variable is used by the host to configure/launch

the first kernel.

2. The variable nb stores the number of blocks used for kernel configuration. Thus, nbh = ceil(|Ah
cpu|∕nth).

3. survivorsd is the total number of survivor nodes of depth d.

4. DP3 doubles the value of dgpu at each recursive CDP kernel launch until dgpu = base, the recursion base. In this case, the algorithm searches

from base to N. We are using the following notation: d + 1 means the next recursive depth. For N = 15: dcpu=2, dgpu = 4,8,15, and base = 8.

4.2 Parameters settings

All CUDA programs have been parallelized using CUDA C 7.5 and compiled with NVCC 7.5 and GCC 4.8.2. All multi-core versions have been par-

allelized using OpenMP. The kernel execution time has been measured through the cudaEventRecord function of CUDA, whereas the overall

application time has been measured through the clock function of C. The testbed environment, operating under CentOS 7.1 64 bits, is composed

of two Intel Xeon E5-2650v3 @ 2.30 GHz with 20 cores, 40 threads, and 32 GB RAM. It is equipped with a GeForce NVIDIA Tesla K40 m (GK110B

chipset), 12 GB RAM, 2880 CUDA cores @ 745 MHz. According to our experiments, the K40 m reserves 109MB for nesting level synchronization.

The performance of a GPU-based backtracking algorithm depends on a set of parameter configurations. Preliminary experiments have been con-

ducted to find a suitable block size, dcpu and dgpu for all GPU-based parallel implementations. Figure 4A shows the experimental block size calibration

for BP-DFS. All GPU-based implementations use the value of 128 for the first kernel configuration. Figure 4B shows the experimental block size cal-

ibration for the second kernel generation launched by CDP-BP. Table 2 presents the best parameter configurations for all parallel implementations.

It is important to say that the chosen parameters are the best for most of instances, but not for all of them. In Table 2, the subscripts Q and A indicate

that the parameter setting concerns the N-Queens or, respectively, the ATSP problem.

FIGURE 4 A, Experimental block size calibration for BP-DFS. B, Experimental block size calibration for the second kernel generation launched by
CDP-BP. In the figure, block size vs processing rate (in 106 nodes/s)

TABLE 2 List of best parameters found experimentally for all
parallel implementations

Parameters settings

Implementation Block Size Bl. Size-CDP dcpu dgpu

BP − DFSa 128 - 7 -

CDP − BPA 128 64 6 8

CDP − BPQ 128 128 5 7

CDP − DP3a 128 32 - -

DP2a 128 32 5 7

DP3a 128 32 - -

REC − CDPa 128 - 5 7

REC − DP3 128 - - -

Multicorea - - 4 -

a The parameters are the same for ATSP and N-Queens.
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FIGURE 5 Comparison between the processing rate (in 106 nodes/second) of BP-DFS using pool scheme for load balance (pool) and BP-DFS. The
version of BP-DFS with load balance is using 32 768 GPU threads. All other parameters for BP-DFS and pool are the ones presented in Table 2.
Results are shown for instances of size N = 15

FIGURE 6 Influence of the number of streams created/kernel calls on the processing rate (in 106 nodes/s) for CDP-BP. The figure shows number of
GPU streams/block vs processing rate (in 106 nodes/s)

Figure 5 shows the processing rate of BP-DFS using a pool scheme for load balance and BP-DFS without load balance. The results show that the

use of load balance improves performance of BP-DFS only for the N-Queens problem.

DP2 and DP3 perform dynamic allocations on GPU. However, Plauth et al17 do not provide information concerning the maximum GPU heap size

or maximum depth of synchronization. Without setting up the variable cudaLimitMallocHeapSize, these CDP-based implementations can

solve only instances of sizes up to N = 11. Therefore, to make a performance comparison, we set the value of cudaLimitMallocHeapSize to

size of the available global memory. Concerning the choice of dcpu and dgpu for CDP-BP and DP2, best performance is reached when dgpu = dcpu + 2.

All CDP-based implementations use the default size for the fixed pending grid queue.

Preliminary experiments show that it is not possible to use rcdp > p.memorySize, as in Algorithm 3 (line 9). The reason is that CDP uses a lot of

additional memory to handle the dynamically generated kernels. Using rcdp ≥ (0.75 × p.memorySize), CUDA returns an “out of memory” error. For

avoiding the error, we set rcdp ≥ (0.7 × p.memorySize).
We have carried out experiments to verify whether it is worth running a multi-threaded Initial CPU Search. In this experiment, we run this search

with 2 to 40 threads. For tsmat15 and dcpu = 7, the initial tree corresponds to only 0.03% of the solution space. On the one hand, the Initial CPU Search

takes 55 milliseconds. On the other hand, the multi-threaded Initial CPU Search is from 6.3× to 29× slower than its serial counterpart, depending

on the number of threads the Initial CPU Search uses. This behavior is observed for all instances sizes and classes. The multi-threaded initial CPU

search initializes threads, has mutual exclusive accesses, and function calls. Moreover, there is a reduction on the tree size when the search finishes.

Even for the biggest instances (tsmat19) and the deepest cutoff depth (dcpu = 7), the initial tree is less than 1% of the whole solution space. Therefore,

it is not worth using multi-threading to explore such a small load.

We also run experiments to configure CDP-BP's variable number_of_kernels (Algorithm 6). It defines the number of streams created/kernel

launches for each GPU block of the Intermediate GPU Search. In Figure 6, one can see the influence of the number of streams created/kernel calls

on the processing rate for instances of size 15. According to Figure 6, using more than two streams per block brings no benefits. This behavior is

observed in all test cases.

4.3 Comparison between CDP-based implementations

In this section, all CDP-based implementations and the recursive ones are compared using the parameter configuration presented in Table 2. In

Figure 7, one can see the average speedup reached by all CDP-based implementations and their recursive counterparts compared to the serial

control baseline.
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FIGURE 7 Average speedup reached by all CDP-based implementations and their recursive counterparts compared to the serial one. Results are
considering all classes of instances. Problem sizes are ranging from N = 10 to 15

CDP-BP is the only implementation faster than the serial implementation for all experiments. Speedups observed for CDP-BP range from 2.5×
(crane10) to 13× (queens12 − 14). CDP-BP is considerably faster than all other CDP-based implementations while solving small instances (sizes

N = 10 − 12). In this situation, the overhead caused by dynamic allocations, streams initialization, and recursive kernel launches amount for the

major part of the execution time. For small instances, CDP-BP is up to 20× faster than DP3 (coin10 and crane10), 13× faster than DP2 (queens12),

and up to 6× (tsmat10) faster than CDP-DP3. As the tree size grows and the overhead becomes relatively less important, this difference decreases:

for N = 15, CDP-BP is up to 2.5×, 9×, and 2× faster than DP3, DP2, and CDP-DP3, respectively.

With regard to DP2, speedups compared to the serial implementation are observed only for instances bigger than N ≥ 12, and the highest

speedup observed is 2.3× (tsmat15).

DP3 is superior to the serial implementation for N ≥ 13. Speedups range from 1.38× (tsmat13) to 5.6× (queens15).

CDP-DP3 has the second best overall result, with speedups ranging from 1.2× (tsmat12) to 7.15× (coin14) for all sizes bigger than N = 10. This

implementation is faster than DP3 for all test cases. CDP-DP3 launches the Intermediate GPU Search from depth dcpu = 2 to dgpu = 4, then deploys

one DP3 for each block. The first dynamic allocation occurs for the second dgpu. CDP-DP3 performs less dynamic allocations and launches less

kernels than DP3. As the tree size grows, the benefits of a more regular load produced by DP3 strategy17 is observed. For N = 13 and 14, CDP-DP3

has the performance close to CDP-BP's one. For N = 15 CDP-DP3 is slightly superior to CDP-BP for coin and tsmat.

The two best overall performances for CDP-BP and CDP-DP3 evidences that a smaller number of kernel launches and less dynamic allocations

can lead to a higher nodes/second processing rate. This is the case also for the recursive implementations. REC-CDP is faster than REC-DP3, for all

test cases. REC-CDP makes no dynamic allocation/deallocation before launching a new generation of kernels.

Despite the overhead of using CDP, both CDP-BP and CDP-DP3 are faster than their recursive counterparts for two instance classes, and both

have an equivalent performance for one class. These results evidence that a smaller interference of the host combined with a block-based child

search seems worthwhile for irregular tree search algorithms. However, it is not the case for queens: Using CDP is less efficient because the load

processed by the child kernels is too small (refer to Figure 2). No CDP or recursive implementation is faster than the highly optimized bit-parallel

N-Queens solver that applies symmetries and node evaluation at a constant time.

4.4 Comparing CDP-BP to BP-DFS: Best and worst case analysis

To identify scenarios where the CDP implementation is advantageous compared to a non-CDP one, we use different values of dcpu: 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.

For the CDP implementation, the second kernel is launched two levels deeper, as shown in Table 2. Therefore, the values used of dgpu are 5, 6, 7, 8,

and 9, respectively.

For instances of size 17, Table 3 shows the execution times (in seconds) obtained when selecting the best, respectively the worst value for dcpu.

It also shows the median (ie, the third best) execution time obtained for dcpu from 3 to 7 and the relative standard deviation (RSD, defined as
standard deviation

average
×100%). In brackets, beneath these execution times the corresponding parameter dcpu (or dcpu-dgpu) are shown. For comparison, Table 3

also shows the serial execution time in angled brackets beneath the instance name.

Considering the N-Queens problem with N = 17, CDP-BP reaches a speedup of 10×over the serial implementation even for the worst configura-

tion (dcpu = 7). In contrast, the worst configured BP-DFS is clearly outperformed by the serial implementation. Using its best configuration (dcpu = 4),

CDP-BP reaches a speedup of 13.8×. This is less than BP-DFS on its best configuration, which is 22× faster than the serial implementation.

Similar results are observed for the ATSP problem. For the ATSP instances of size N = 17, CDP-BP presents speedups over its sequential coun-

terpart even for the worst-case parameter dcpu (ranging from 1.9× (crane) to 6.3× (tsmat)). In contrast, for the worst-case configuration BP-DFS is

outperformed by its sequential counterpart. However, if the best configuration is chosen for both algorithms, BP-DFS outperforms CDP-BP by a

factor of ≈ 2.5×.
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TABLE 3 Worst, best case and median execution times (in seconds), relative standard deviation (defined as
100%×(standard deviation)/(average)) for instances of size 17

Inst. Tworst(s) Tbest(s) Tmedian(s) RSD(%)

< Tseq > BP-DFS CDP-BP Rate BP-DFS CDP-BP Rate BP-DFS CDP-BP BP-DFS CDP-BP

queens17 3394 132 25 58 94 0.6 65 101 163 14

< 1295 > (3) (7-9) (6) (4-6) (5) (5-7)

coin17 2632 106 25 16 34 0.4 110 38 153 52

< 311 > (3) (3-5) (7) (7-9) (5) (6-8)

crane17 3115 208 15 31 71 0.4 206 76 185 59

< 395 > (3) (3-5) (7) (4-6) (5) (6-8)

tsmat17 39850 1642 24 560 1441 0.4 889 1496 186 5

< 10423 > (3) (3-5) (7) (4-6) (5) (6-8)

Below each execution time the corresponding configuration is shown (in brackets). The serial execution time is shown in
angled brackets <>.

FIGURE 8 A, Influence of dcpu on the processing rate for BP-DFS. B, Influence of dcpu on the processing rate for CDP-BP. Processing rates are
shown in 106 nodes/s for instances of size N = 17

For instance, if the worst parameter choice is made for BP-DFS and CDP-BP, the former spends 2632 seconds solving instance coin17, while the

latter is about 25× faster, spending 106 seconds to perform the same task. On the other hand, if both versions use the respectively best parameters,

BP-DFS solves coin17 in only 16 seconds, which is 2× faster than its CDP-based counterpart.

For all ATSP instances of different sizes, a similar behavior is observed. Thus, if well configured, BP-DFS provides the best overall performance.

However, if poorly configured, it may lead to the worst performance. Such significant performance differences demonstrate the sensitivity of

BP-DFS concerning the calibration of the parameter dcpu. Figure 8A shows the influence of dcpu choice on the processing rate for BP-DFS.

According to NVIDIA CUDA Profiler, BP-DFS uses the GPU resources poorly with dcpu = 3,4. For dcpu = 3, the occupancy and multiprocessor

activity reached by BP-DFS are around 4% and 6%, respectively. In turn, CDP-BP by launching a new generation of kernels reaches occupancy and

multiprocessor activity 5× and 10× higher, respectively. With dcpu = 4, CDP-BP reaches values of occupancy and multiprocessor activity compared

to the values its non-CDP counterpart reaches only for dcpu = 7. The number of dynamically deployed kernels grows along with dcpu and the overhead

involved in launching and managing these kernels tends to penalize the CPD-based implementation. Therefore, for dcpu = 6,7 (and 5, in some cases),

BP-DFS outperforms CDP-BP by a factor of 2.0× or more.

Figure 8B shows the influence of dcpu on the processing rate for CDP-BP. Even when using CDP, the obtained performance still depends strongly on

the tuning of the CPU search depth, especially for the coin and crane instances. However, a comparison of Figure 8A and 8B shows that CDP-BP is less

dependent on parameter tuning than BP-DFS. Indeed, between the best- and worst-case CDP performances for coin17 and crane17, a speedup of

more than 3.0 can be observed. In contrast, when solving tsmat17 or queens17, the speedup which can be gained by optimally tuning the CDP-based

algorithm is only 1.15 and 1.39, respectively, showing that the CDP algorithm's behavior depends not only on the active set size at depths dcpu and

dgpu but also on the shape of the explored tree.

This comparison shows, on the one hand, that a well-tuned BP-DFS can be more than twice faster than its ideally configured CDP-based coun-

terpart. On the other hand, it shows that the use of CDP allows to have a much better worst case execution time and to make the algorithm's

performance less dependent on the tuning of the parameter dcpu. This is confirmed by the obtained RSD, which is lower for all cases when CDP is

used. We have also carried this same experiment on two other testbeds, one equipped with a Kepler GPU (Tesla K20c), another equipped with a

Maxwell GPU (GTX 980). According to the results, the same behavior observed in Table 3 was observed for both testbeds.

As one can see in Figure 9, the multi-core implementation that uses a pool strategy for load balance is less dependent on parameter tuning and

the shape of the tree. For the N-Queens problem, the variation of processing rates for dcpu ranging from 4 to 7 is not significant. For the ATSP, when

dcpu > 3, the processing rate for all instance classes are close.
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FIGURE 9 Influence of the dcpu choice on the processing rate for the multi-core implementation. On the graphics, dcpu vs processing rate (in 106

nodes/s). Results are for instances of size N = 17

FIGURE 10 Speedup reached by BP-DFS, CDP-BP and multi-core implementations compared to the serial one. Results are for instances of size
N = 17. The GPU-based implementations are using their best configuration shown in Table 3

Figure 10 presents the speedup reached by BP-DFS, CDP-BP and multi-core implementations. The performance of CDP-BP is usually inferior to

both the BP-DFS and the multi-core implementations. Besides the overhead of launching/managing child kernels, CDP-BP presents several sources

of overhead. Firstly, the Intermediate GPU Search uses atomic operations, performs error checking and block synchronizations. On the host side,

CDP-BP H2D and D2H copies and allocations are bigger than BP-DFS' ones.

5 DISCUSSION

Concerning the programmability, our results contrast with the results of Zhang et al,22 where the use of CDP simplified the development of

GPU-based graph algorithms. According to our experience, using CDP is challenging and brings complexity to the code. The programmer must learn

extensions of the CUDA programming model, as introduced in Section 2.1. Furthermore, due to the characteristics of the problem solved, using CDP

also requires additional efforts to handle increasing memory requirements.

Tracking device-side errors is difficult: in a situation where the maximum GPU heap size does not fit the requirements of the application, CUDA

runtime returns an “illegal memory access” error. This error can be confused with an out of bounds memory access. Another situation is when the

virtualized pool keeps a huge number of pending grids. If the program is using almost the whole global memory, and the queue run out of memory, the

program may return incorrect results, and no errors are returned by the runtime error tracking on device and host side. Therefore, to cope with this

situation, control data needs to be passed via global memory, which makes the code more complex and increases time spent in memory operations.

There are skeletons and frameworks designed to make GPU programming easier.38 Using such frameworks to implement our search methods

would not be worthwhile. It would be necessary to express our algorithms using the data parallel functions the framework provides. It would not be

possible to modify some specific details, such as the trajectory of the search. Moreover, GPU skeletons/frameworks use dynamic data structures,

like STL vectors. Such dynamic data structures perform very poorly on GPU, which is why alternative data structures such as bitsets are used for

GPU-based algorithms. We can extend our work as a parallel backtracking skeleton for solving permutation-based combinatorial problems. The

user would have only to provide the termination criteria, problem instance, and bounding functions.

CDP-BP presented the best overall performance among all studied CDP-based implementations, but it has been outperformed by its well-tuned

non-CDP and multi-core counterparts. Concerning the applicability of CDP, it is useful in a situation where it is not possible to tune all parameters.
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For example, in programs made available to nonexpert users. Moreover, a parameter configuration is not general enough for all classes of instances,

and tuning a backtracking for solving a huge number of instances of different sizes and classes is prohibitive. In such situations, CDP is prefer-

able, as it is less dependent on parameter tuning. As future work, we plan the development of a function that decides dynamically whether CDP

or even the GPU should be used or not. Such a function can be based on the analysis of the partial backtracking tree39 and properties of the

underlying hardware.

According to the results, the ideas17 of DP3 contribute to regularizing the workload processes on the GPU. Even with dynamic allocations and a

recursive CDP kernel launches, CDP-DP3 achieves performance close to CDP-BP for N = 13 and 14, and slightly outperforms CDP-BP for N = 15.

However, all DP3-based strategies cannot solve instances bigger than N = 15, even with the size of the heap set to the global memory available. The

use of this kind of strategy needs more programming expertise and deep knowledge about the problem at hand, because the tuning of the maximum

heap size is not straightforward. The allocation for the whole block happens if at least one thread finds a survivor node at depth dgpu, and this space

may not be entirely used. As the depth of the search increases, the memory requirements increase exponentially. We propose as a future work a

different and more adaptive way of allocation and heap tuning, which takes into account the state of the tree or thread load individually.

Although it is intrinsically difficult to cope with fine-grained and irregular applications on GPUs, our results show that it is worth programming

backtracking for GPUs. BP-DFS shows performance sometimes superior to a multi-core code that applies load balance and runs on two CPUs, 20

cores and 40 threads. Results also show that load balance strategies for GPU-based backtracking need to be more complex than a pool strategy, as

the use of it did not bring benefits for BP-DFS.

5.1 Main insights

In what follows, we summarize the main insights from our experimental evaluation of GPU-based backtracking algorithms using CDP:

• The use of CDP is preferable in situations where BP-DFS is not able to use the GPU resources properly;

• Using CDP-BP provides a better worst-case performance, and it is less dependent on good parameter settings than BP-DFS. However, if

well-tuned, BP-DFS shows better results;

• Regarding programmability, the use of CDP may require additional expertise;

• The programmer needs to use extra control data, as errors on device side are difficult to detect;

• CDP has several sources of overhead, such as stream creation and destruction, and kernel launches. According to the results, avoiding a huge

number of dynamic kernel launches may increase the processing rate of a CDP-based application.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

We have presented a GPU-accelerated parallel backtracking strategy that uses CUDA Dynamic Parallelism (CDP). The proposed algorithm has been

extensively tested using the N-Queens problem and instances of the Asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem (ATSP) as test-cases.

Through a comprehensive experimental evaluation, we have shown that an unstructured tree search algorithm can take advantage of CDP in

irregular scenarios, even for small instances. Also, CDP is preferable in situations where the Initial CPU Search does not generate enough load to

the GPU. In this case, the second kernel produces more load, resulting in a better device utilization.

It is hard to tune a tree-search algorithm for running efficiently on GPU. The use of CDP provides a better worst-case performance and our

CDP-based backtracking algorithm achieves speedup over its sequential counterpart even without prior parameter calibration.

However, all CDP-based implementations have been outperformed by a non-CDP bitset-based implementation (BP-DFS) with well-tuned

parameters. Despite removing the overhead of dynamic allocations, CDP-BP still suffers from the cost imposed by dynamically launched kernels.

This research work has also identified challenges in developing CDP-based implementations. Programming efforts to deal with the growing mem-

ory requirements, difficulties in detecting device-side runtime errors, and the requirement of additional programming expertise are examples of

challenges.

Another future research direction is to investigate the use of CDP for redesigning GPU-based Branch & Bound (B&B) search algorithms. B&B is

a systematic tree search strategy that uses a bounding operator, which computes bounds on the optimal cost of subproblems to decide whether to

continue their exploration. This class of unstructured tree search algorithm has the bounding operator very time-consuming, the opposite situation

of the present work, which is dealing with fine-grained workloads.
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